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2003). The cascade explicitly uses a cascade of node classiﬁers with increasing complexity. Each node classiﬁer is
used to correctly reject a portion of non-object windows
(measured by false positive rate) and retain any possible object windows for further precessing (measured by detection
rate), as shown in Figure 1. As most of the non-object windows can be quickly rejected by simple node classiﬁers at
early stages, the cascade runs fast and has high accuracy.
The state-of-art node learning framework (Wu et al. 2008)
contains two parts: feature selection and node classiﬁer design. It has been demonstrated that selecting features and
forming an ensemble classiﬁer using linear combinations of
these features is effective for building node classiﬁers.

Abstract
A cascade classiﬁer has turned out to be effective in slidingwindow based real-time object detection. In a cascade classiﬁer, node learning is the key process, which includes feature selection and classiﬁer design. Previous algorithms fail
to effectively tackle the asymmetry and intersection problems
existing in cascade classiﬁcation, thereby limiting the performance of object detection. In this paper, we improve current
feature selection algorithm by addressing both asymmetry
and intersection problems. We formulate asymmetric feature
selection as a submodular function maximization problem.
We then propose a new algorithm SAFS with formal performance guarantee to solve this problem. We use face detection
as a case study and perform experiments on two real-world
face detection datasets. The experimental results demonstrate
that our algorithm SAFS outperforms the state-of-art feature
selection algorithms in cascade object detection, such as FFS
and LACBoost.

Introduction
Object detection deals with detecting semantic objects (such
as persons, buildings, or cars) in digital images and videos. It
is a fundamental problem in computer vision, which is often
formulated as a search and classiﬁcation problem: the search
strategy generates potential image regions and the classiﬁer determines whether or not the potential image region
contains an object. Most of the state-of-art object detection
systems are based on a sliding-window strategy (Viola and
Jones 2001b; Wu et al. 2008; Benenson et al. 2014), which
involves scanning an image with a rectangular window and
determining the presence of an object through a binary classiﬁer. However, this brute-force search strategy is computationally expensive (e.g., in a 360×360 image, there are more
than 10000 rectangular windows needed to be classiﬁed). As
a result, there are two main methods to improve the object
detection process: cascade classiﬁer (Viola and Jones 2001b)
and efﬁcient window search (Lampert, Blaschko, and Hofmann 2008). These two methods can work collaboratively.
In sliding-window based object detection setting, there
are only a few windows containing objects, which is known
as the rare event detection problem (Wu, Rehg, and Mullin

Figure 1: Cascade object detection with asymmetry and intersection problems. The asymmetry problem: maintain an
extremely high detection rate and a moderate false positive
rate. The intersection problem: reduce the redundant voting.
One of main considerations in feature selection is about
asymmetry, which is illustrated in Figure 1. In order to guarantee the accuracy of the cascade (high detection rate and
low false positive rate), each node classiﬁer needs to be an
asymmetric classiﬁer, which has an extremely high detection
rate (e.g., 0.99) and a moderate false positive rate (e.g., 0.5).
Wu et al. (2008) proposed a fast feature selection algorithm,
called the Forward Feature Selection (FFS) algorithm. However, FFS algorithm uses error rate as criterion for feature
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selection without considering the asymmetry problem. Shen
et al. (2013) also proposed a new feature selection algorithm
LACBoost, which uses a weighted error rate as criterion for
feature selection.
Another important consideration is about intersection,
which is related to the redundancy of weak classiﬁers
(Paisitkriangkrai, Shen, and van den Hengel 2014). Each
node classiﬁer in the cascade is built as an ensemble by
selecting a set of weak classiﬁers. Each weak classiﬁer hi
is associated with a single feature i ∈ E = {1, 2, . . . , d},
and thus it is also called a single-feature classiﬁer 1 , which
can only correctly classify a small portion of training examples. Therefore, features need to be carefully selected in
order to guarantee the accuracy of an ensemble classiﬁer. On
the one hand, more selected weak classiﬁers are expected to
reach a consensus towards classifying a given example, so
that the ensemble classiﬁer can make a correct decision. On
the other hand, all the node classiﬁers should correctly classify as many training examples as possible to achieve high
coverage. There is a trade-off between improving accuracy
on each training example and improving the voting coverage
on all training examples. In other words, voting on the training examples already correctly classiﬁed is redundant and
useless. We give an intuitive example in Figure 1, where hA
indicates current selected weak classiﬁers hi (i ∈ A ⊂ E),
ha (a ∈ E \ A) indicates a new weak classiﬁer based on new
chosen feature and the non-object items in the shaded region
indicates negative examples correctly classiﬁed. The new
weak classiﬁer is useless to the examples in the intersection
area (overlapping area of two shaded regions). Therefore, it
would be desirable to select proper features that could reduce redundant votes among node classiﬁers. However, the
intersection problem described above has not been properly
addressed by previously proposed approaches.
In this paper, we propose a new feature selection algorithm called Submodular Asymmetric Feature Selection or
SAFS that simultaneously considers the asymmetry and intersection problems. Submodularity is an intuitive notion of
diminishing returns, which states that adding a redundant
item to a set is useless. The intersection problem addressed
in this paper can be well-captured by such a submodular
function. Inspired by this, we ﬁrst reformulate feature selection as a submodular maximization problem (Krause and
Golovin 2012). We then solve it by a greedy algorithm and
provide the performance guarantee. There are three main
contributions of our work: 1) we explicitly address the intersection problem; 2) we introduce submoduarity to describe
the intersection problem in asymmetric feature selection; 3)
we proposed a new efﬁcient algorithm to solve asymmetry
and intersection problems simultaneously.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
ﬁrst brieﬂy review the related works of cascade object detection and submodularity. We then describe the asymmetry
and intersection problems respectively. After that, we formulate the feature selection process as a submodular function maximization problem. We then propose a new algo-

rithm SAFS with performance guarantee to solve it. Lastly,
we perform experiments on two real-world face detection
datasets.

Related Work
Cascade object detection framework was ﬁrstly proposed
by Viola and Jones (2001b), which used AdaBoost to train
a node classiﬁer. An improved variant of AdaBoost called
AsymBoost has been proposed by Viola and Jones(2001a) in
order to solve the asymmetry problem. However, both these
works need to retrain all weak classiﬁers at each iteration.
As a result, they are computationally prohibitive and it takes
several weeks to train the whole cascade (Viola and Jones
2004).
Recently, Wu et al. (2008) decouples the node learning
process into two parts: feature selection and ensemble classiﬁer design. There are several works focusing on the design of ensemble classiﬁers, which have been demonstrated
to work well for object detection (Viola and Jones 2001a;
Wu, Mullin, and Rehg 2005; Shen et al. 2013). As an important part of node learning, feature selection has been
addressed by many studies (Wu, Rehg, and Mullin 2003;
Wu et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2013). For example, Wu et al.
(2008) proposed a fast feature selection algorithm called
FFS, which greedily selects an optimal set of features so as
to minimize error rate of the ensemble classiﬁer. However,
FFS algorithm does not take the asymmetry problem into
consideration. Later, Shen et al. (2013) proposed an asymmetric feature selection algorithm called LACBoost, which
is based on the biased minimax probability machine (Huang
et al. 2004) and shares the same formulation with linear
asymmetric classiﬁer (Wu et al. 2008). The LACBoost is
approximately formulated as a quadratic programming problem and entropic gradient is used to solve this problem. Similar to Adaboot, LACBoost algorithm has almost the same
computation complexity because of solving the quadratic
programming problem in each iteration. However, none of
these works have well addressed the intersection problem.
Here, our proposed algorithm considering both the asymmetry and intersection problems simultaneously.
Submodularity has turned out to be effective in solving
a lot of NP-hard problem, such as the set cover problem
(Iyer and Bilmes 2013), sensor placement (Krause, Singh,
and Guestrin 2008) and diverse recommendation (Ashkan
et al. 2014; Yue and Guestrin 2011). The intersection problem in feature selection is similar to a set cover problem, which can be well described by a submodular function. Submodularity has been used in many feature selection
as well as subset selection problems (Krause et al. 2008;
Das and Kempe 2011; Das, Dasgupta, and Kumar 2012;
Liu et al. 2013). However, these submodularity based feature selection algorithms can not be used in cascade object
detection setting, because none of them considers the asymmetry problem, which only appears in cascade object detection setting. Our work formulates the feature selection problem in cascade object detection as a submodular function
maximization problem and propose an efﬁcient algorithm to
solve it with performance guarantee.

1
Training method of the weak classiﬁer shows in Wu et al.
(2008)
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Problem Description

In Lemma 1, we know that error rate is a weighted sum
of false negative rate and false positive rate. Previously, FFS
algorithm uses error rate (or weighted error rate) as criterion
for feature selection. However, it is not equal to the node
learning goal. For the node learning goal, an extremely high
detection rate is necessary while we can always increase the
number of node classiﬁers to achieve a proper false positive
rate. As a result, it is more reasonable to treat false negative
rate as a constraint and then try to minimize false positive
rate under this constraint.

In this section, we ﬁrst brieﬂy introduce the cascade framework and the node learning process. We then describe the
asymmetry and intersection problems in feature selection respectively. Lastly, we formulate the problem of asymmetric
feature selection.

Node Learning
Let X = {(xi , yi )}m
i=1 be a training dataset, where xi ∈
Rd is a feature vector and yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the label of
xi . Let E = {1, 2, . . . , d} denote a set of features, P =
{(xi , yi )|(xi , yi ) ∈ X, yi = 1} denote the set of all positive
examples and N = {(xi , yi )|(xi , yi ) ∈ X, yi = −1} denote
the set of all negative examples. Let H = {H1 , H2 , . . . } denote the cascade and H ∈ H denote a node classiﬁer. We
describe the cascade framework in Algorithm 1.

Intersection Problem
Intersection problem appears in feature selection of node
learning and we describe it as follows: in node learning
framework, each feature is corresponding to a weak classiﬁer and each weak classiﬁer can only correctly vote to a special set of examples. That is, given weak classiﬁers hi , hj ,
which can correctly vote to Xi , Xj ⊆ X, i.e., ∀(x, y) ∈
Xi , hi (x) = y and ∀(x, y) ∈ Xj , hj (x) = y. Both hi and
hj will vote to all examples (x, y) ∈ Xi ∩ Xj , thus there
may exist redundant voting. For a new chosen weak classiﬁer ha , it will be no help to classifying examples that have
been correctly classiﬁed by hA,θ . We describe this problem
as intersection problem.
As described in asymmetry problem, we treat false negative rate as a constraint and then try to minimize false positive rate under this constraint. In other words, we try to maximize the number of negative examples correctly classiﬁed
under a constraint. For the ensemble classiﬁer, less intersection means a more evenly voting to training examples and
reducing the redundant voting. As a result, the voting differences between negative examples and positive examples are
maximum. We can then use a threshold θ to correctly classify all positive examples and as much negative examples as
possible. We give an intuitive example in Figure 2, where
Figure 2(b) is a better voting result. More negative examples
are correctly classiﬁed in Figure 2(b) comparing to Figure
2(a) and it means lower false positive rate in Figure 2(b).

Algorithm 1 The cascade framework
Input: P, N and bootstrapping negative examples D.
Output: H = {H1 , H2 , . . . , HK } // the cascade.
1: for r = 1, 2, . . . , K do
2:
-Training node classiﬁer Hr by P, N . // node learning.
3:
-H = H ∪ {Hr }.
4:
-Update N according to Hr and D. // bootstrapping.
5: end for
In Algorithm 1, node learning process is the key to construct a good cascade. The node learning process is decoupled into two parts: feature selection and ensemble classiﬁer
design. For fair comparison, we use the same voting method
for the ensemble classiﬁer (Wu et al. 2008). Let hi denote
the weak classiﬁer corresponding to feature i ∈ E, which is
actually a single-feature classiﬁer. Let A ⊆ E denote a set of
selected features, then the ensemble classiﬁer corresponding
to feature set A can be constructed by the voting results of
all weak classiﬁers hi (i ∈ A) and a threshold θ, i.e.,



hi (x) − θ .
(1)
H(x) = hA,θ (x) = sgn
i∈A

Asymmetry Problem
The goal of node learning, which is to achieve an extremely
high detection rate and a moderate false positive rate, is
asymmetric in detection rate and false positive rate. We
demonstrate the relationship between error rate, false negative rate (= 1 − detection rate) and false positive rate in
Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. Let F P denote the false positive rate, F N denote the false negative rate and ER denote the error rate.
Then we have

Figure 2: Example of intersection problem in feature selection.

ER = α ∗ F P + (1 − α) ∗ F N,

Inspired by this, we try to select a set of features (or weak
classiﬁers) that maximize the number of negative examples
bellow the threshold θ. It is obvious that more negative examples below the threshold θ mean lower false positive rate
under the same detection rate constraint. Lastly, the node

where α is the proportion of negative examples in training
set.
Proof. In Appendix.
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For the ensemble classiﬁer used in node learning process,
more weak classiﬁers will increase the accuracy of ensemble classiﬁer and computation complexity at the same time.
Considering the computation cost, we choose a subset of
weak classiﬁers corresponding to feature set A (A ⊆ E
and |A| ≤ k) with maximum value f (A). Under the base
assumption that more weak classiﬁers will increase the accuracy of ensemble classiﬁer, we prove that f (A) is a monotone submodular function in Theorem 1.

learning goal is equal to
P r{hA,θ (x) = −1|y = −1},

max
A,θ

P r{hA,θ (x) = 1|y = 1} ≥ 1 − β,
A ⊆ E, |A| ≤ k.

s.t.

(2)

Submodular Asymmetric Feature Selection
In this section we ﬁrst formulate the feature selection process as a submodular function maximization problem by
considering both the asymmetry and intersection problems.
We then propose a greedy algorithm, which is called Submodular Asymmetric Feature Selection or SAFS, to solve
feature selection problem efﬁciently.

Theorem 1. f (A) = P r{hA,θA (x) = −1|y = −1} is
a monotone submodular function under a base assumption
that more weak classiﬁers will increase the accuracy of the
ensemble classiﬁer.
Proof. Let hA,θA (x), hB,θB (x) denote two ensemble classiﬁers corresponding to feature set A ⊂ B ⊆ E. Let a ∈ E\B
denote a new feature added to the feature set A and B. We
ﬁrst prove that f (A) is a monotone function and then prove
that f (A) is a submodular function.
Under the base assumption that more weak classiﬁers will
increase the accuracy of the ensemble classiﬁer, we have
that: ∀(x, y) ∈ X and hA,θA (x) = y, then hB,θB (x) = y
with high probability. Let Xa = {(x, y)|ha (x) = −1, y =
−1}, XA = {(x, y)|hA,θA (x) = −1, y = −1} and
XB = {(x, y)|hB,θB (x) = −1, y = −1}. We then have
XA ⊆ XB . As a result,

Submodular Maximization
As described before, we formulate the node learning goal
as (2). However, it is a NP-hard problem, which means that
the optimal solution can not be found in polynomial time.
The intersection problem is actually same with a maximum
coverage problem or a set cover problem, which can be wellcaptured by a submodular function (Iyer and Bilmes 2013).
Inspired by this, we prove that (2) is equal to a submodular
function maximization problem.
Deﬁnition 1. (submodularity). Let E be a nonempty ﬁnite
set and 2E be a collection of all subsets of E. Let f : 2E →
R be a submodular function, i.e.,
∀X ⊆ Y ∈ 2E and a ∈ E \ Y, f (a|X) ≥ f (a|Y ),

f (B) − f (A)
= P r{hB,θB (x) = y|y = −1}
− P r{hA,θA (x) = y|y = −1}
= P r{hA,θA (x) = 1, hB,θB (x) = −1|y = −1}
|XB \ XA |
≥ 0.
=
|P |

(3)

where f (a|X) = f (X ∪ {a}) − f (X).
Deﬁnition 2. (monotonity) Let E be a nonempty ﬁnite set
and 2E be a collection of all subsets of E. Let f : 2E → R
be a monotone function, i.e.,
∀X ⊆ Y ∈ 2E , f (Y ) ≥ f (X).

(4)

That is, f (B) ≥ f (A), i.e., f (A) is a monotone function.
Next, we prove f (A) is a submodular function. Let Xa|A =
XA∪{a} \ XA and Xa|B = XB∪{a} \ XB . Then we have

Let A ⊆ E denote a subset of features and gθ (A) =
P r{hA,θ (x) = −1|y = 1}. Let fθ (A) denote the true negative rate of a node classiﬁer, i.e.,
fθ (A) = P r{hA,θ (x) = −1|y = −1}.

(5)

f (a|A) − f (a|B)
= P r{hA,θA (x) = hA∪{a},θA∪{a} (x) = −1|y = −1}

We then rewrite (2) as follows:
max
A,θ

s.t.

− P r{hB,θB (x) = hB∪{a},θB∪{a} (x) = −1|y = −1}

fθ (A),
A ⊆ E, |A| ≤ k, gθ (A) ≤ β.

|Xa|A | − |Xa|B |
|P |
| (XB \ XA ) ∩ Xa |
=
|P |
≥ 0.
=

(6)

Considering that the node learning goal in (2) equals to
maximizing the number of negative examples below of the
threshold θ, we set θ as the maximum possible value under
the constraint gθ (A) ≤ β, i.e.,
θA =

max

θ:gθ (A)≤β

θ.

f (A) = fθA (A) = P r{hA,θA (x) = −1|y = −1}.

(8)

The feature selection problem in (9) is thus deﬁned as a
submodular function maximization problem, i.e.,

We can then translate (6) as follows:
max f (A), s.t. |A| ≤ k.

(11)

That is, f (a|A) ≥ f (a|B), i.e., f (A) is a submodular function. From (10) and (11), we have that f (A) is a monotone
submodular function.

(7)

Thus we have

A:A⊆E

(10)

A∗ ∈ arg max f (A), s.t., |A| ≤ k.

(9)

A:A⊆E
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(12)

features |A∗ | = k, then for all positive integer l and |A| = l,
we have

Algorithm
Inspired by Nemhauser, Wolsey, and Fisher (1978), we propose a new asymmetric feature selection algorithm, which is
called Submodular Asymmetric Feature Selection or SAFS.
In SAFS algorithm, we greedily choose each feature a,
which maximally increases the value of f (A ∪ {a}), i.e.,
a ∈ arg max f (A ∪ {a}).

l

l

f (A) ≥ 1 − e− k

max f (A) = 1 − e− k f (A∗ ).

|A|≤k

Proof. See proof of Theorem 1.5 in Krause and Golovin
(2012).

(13)

In Theorem 3, if the optimal set of features is A∗ (|A∗ | ≤
k), then we can always ﬁnd a set |A| = l ≥ k by SAFS that
makes f (A) quickly converge to f (A∗ ), which is illustrated
in Figure 3.

a:a∈E\A

From (13) and the deﬁnition of f (A), SAFS algorithm
chooses the new feature according to two respects: 1) the
new ensemble classiﬁer hA∪{a},θA∪{a} satisﬁes the constraint that detection rate is greater or equal to 1 − β; 2) the
new ensemble classiﬁer maximumly increases the number of
negative examples correctly classiﬁed (i.e., maximumly reduces the false positive rate). The detail of SAFS algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 2.

1

F(β)

0.8
0.6
0.4

Algorithm 2 The SAFS algorithm
0.2

Input: X, E and k(|A| ≤ k).
Output: hA,θA // the node classiﬁer.
1: Make a table Vi,j = hi (xj ), for all i ≤ d and j ≤ m.
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . ,k do


3:
H(x) = sgn
hi (x) − θA∪{a} .

0
0

1

2

3

β

4

5

6

Figure 3: Let β = l/k and F (β) = f (A)/f (A∗ ), then F (β)
converges to 1 very quickly.

i∈A∪{a}

4:

f (A ∪ {a}) =

m


1{H(xi ) = −1, yi = −1}.

Experiment

i=1

5:

a ∈ arg max f (A ∪ {a}).

In this section, we used face detection as a case of object detection and performed experiments on two real-world
face detection dataset. The experimental results compare our
SAFS algorithm with current state-of-art feature selection
algorithms, such as FFS and LACBoost. Also, a random selection or RS algorithm is used as a baseline in our experiments.

a:a∈E\A

6:
A = A ∪ {a}.
7: end for

8: hA,θA (x) = sgn




hi (x) − θA .

i∈A


As (12) is still a NP-hard problem, we show a 1 − 1e approximation bound for SAFS algorithm in Theorem 2.

Datasets

Theorem 2. Let f : 2 → R+ be deﬁned in (8) and A be
the greedily selected set deﬁned in (13). We then have


1
f (A) ≥ 1 −
max f (A).
e |A|≤k
E

We used two real-world face detection datasets in our experiments.
• CBCL Face Database #1 2 : It consists of a training set
of 6977 images (2429 face and 4548 non-face) and a test
set of 24045 images (472 face and 23573 non-face) and
all face images are aligned to a base resolution of 19 × 19
pixels.

Theorem 2 is simply derived from Nemhauser, Wolsey,
and Fisher (1978). We can then guarantee
that the worst case

of our algorithm will not worse than 1 − 1e -approximation
of the optimal solution and it is the best result for a
polynomial-time algorithm (Nemhauser, Wolsey, and Fisher
1978). That is, if the optimal classiﬁer (error rate = 0) uses k
∗
features and
 the feature set is A , then we can guarantee that
f (A) ≥ 1 − 1e f (A∗ ) ≈ 0.632 ( i.e., false positive rate
≤ 1 − 0.632 = 0.368), where A is selected by our SAFS
algorithm. Also, we provide an important extension of Theorem 2 according to Krause and Golovin (2012) in Theorem
3, which enhances the effectiveness of our algorithm.

• Caltech 10,000 Web Faces 3 : It contains images of people collected from the web through Google Image Search.
The dataset has 10,524 human faces of various resolutions
and in different settings, e.g. portrait images, groups of
people, etc. All faces are cropped into a base resolution of
36 × 36 pixels.
For each dataset, we used totally 2000 frontal face images.
The faces were selected by ﬁltering away faces which are not
2
MIT Center For Biological and Computation Learning,
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/cbcl
3
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image Datasets/

Theorem 3. Let f : 2E → R+ be deﬁned in (8) and A be
the greedily selected set deﬁned in (13). If the optimal set of
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Figure 4: False Positive Rate of the ensemble classiﬁers using RS, FFS, LACBoost and SAFS algorithm.
semble classiﬁers on both two datasets.
1
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high enough resolution, upright, or front facing. The nonface images were sampled and cropped from 273 high resolution scene images, which were similar to Wu et al. (2008).
To train a node classiﬁer, our training data contained 1000
frontal face images and 1000 non-face images. In each image, we used 5000 features sampled uniformly from all rectangle features similar to Wu et al. (2008), which contained
ﬁve type of Harr-like features. For testing, we used 1000
frontal face images and 1000 non-face images in our experiments.

0.5
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FFS
LACBoost
SAFS
1

k/ Fasle Positive Rate

0.97
0.96
0.95
0

(a)

In order to compare the performance of the node classiﬁer, we use a ﬁxed minimum detection rate 1 − β (β =
0.001, 0.005, 0.01) as the constraint. We then compare the
false positive rate of all ensemble classiﬁers (corresponding to RS, FFS, LACBoost and SAFS) on both two datasets.
We compare the number of features up to 300, which is often necessary for the ﬁnal node classiﬁer (Viola and Jones
2001b; Wu et al. 2008).
We show results on CBCL Face Database #1 dataset in
Figure 4(a), 4(b), 4(c). In regions with less features (≤ 50),
only LACBoost ensemble classiﬁer is slightly better than
SAFS ensemble classiﬁer. In regions with more features,
SAFS ensemble classiﬁer always has the best performance.
We show results on Caltech 10,000 Web Faces dataset in
Figure 4(d), 4(e), 4(f). In regions with less features (≤ 150),
SAFS ensemble classiﬁer has comparable performance with
LACBoost ensemble classiﬁer. In regions with more features, SAFS ensemble classiﬁer has the best performance.
We also demonstrate ROC curves of all ensemble classiﬁers
in Figure 5. The ROC curves show that SAFS ensemble classiﬁer has better performance than FFS and LACBoost en-

0.2

0.4

RS
FFS
LACBoost
SAFS
0.6
0.8

k/ Fasle Positive Rate

(b)

Figure 5: ROC curves comparing ensemble classiﬁers using
RS, FFS, LACBoost and SAFS algorithm (closer to the upper left corner is better).

Conclusion
In cascade object detection, we ﬁrstly introduce a new aspect to analysis both asymmetry and intersection problems
for feature selection. We formulate the feature selection as
a submodular maximization problem. We propose a Submodular Asymmetric Feature Selection or SAFS algorithm,
which is a greedy algorithm choosing features maximumly
reduce the false positive rate under a constraint of extremely
high detection rate. Considering that it is a NP-hard problem,
we also provide theoretical guarantee, which is a (1 − 1e )approximation bound for SAFS. The experimental results
on two real-world face detection datasets demonstrate that
SAFS outperforms current state-of-art feature selection algorithms, such as FFS and LACBoost.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Let X = {(xi , yi )|i = 1, 2, . . . , N } denote the
dataset and H denote the node classiﬁer. Let
N−1 =

N


1{yi = −1}, N1 =

i=1

N


1{yi = 1}

(14)

i=1

and for all s, t ∈ {−1, 1},
Ns,t =

N


1{yi = s, H(xi ) = t}.

(15)

i=1

According to the deﬁnition of FN, FP and ER we have:
N1,−1
N−1,1 + N1,−1
N−1,1
.
, FN =
, ER =
N−1
N1
N
(16)
We then have:
FP =

ER

=
=
=
=
=

N−1,1 + N1,−1
N
N1−1 N1
N−1,1 N−1
+
N−1 N
N1 N
N−1
N1
FP +
FN
N
N
P r {yi = −1} ∗ F P + P r {yi = 1} ∗ F N
α ∗ F P + (1 − α) ∗ F N.
(17)
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